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Abstract— Named Entity Disambiguation (Entity linking) is 

the task to link the entity mentioned in the query search with the 

appropriate entity in the repository without any name 

disambiguation. It can facilitate many tasks such as list of 

people or population in the repository and query processing and 

information retrieval. This task is a very challenging because of 

ambiguity and name conventions. In this paper we address a 

problem of named entity matching. In order to overcome this 

challenge we use Query search technique that implemented here 

is Name Dictionary based technique. The search key is extracted 

and compared with all the keys from the dictionary and the 

appropriate value is fetched and system throws as a result. Entity 

linking provides the information both explicitly and implicitly. 

Explicit linking provides the information beyond the knowledge 

base whereas implicit linking provides the information only 

from the knowledge base. Based on the information obtained we 

can also add the ratings and the comments. Based on the 

comments and the ratings the data that provided in the repository 

can also be managed. Our experiments shows the promising 

results in extracting the Candidate entities and graph based 

outcome if the user performs sequence of query search on single 

namesake. 

Keywords: Named Entity, Candidate Entity, Disambiguation, 

Explicit Linking, Implicit Linking. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 The amount of information over web is increasing day to 

day proportionally amount of web data is also increasing. 

Large amount of data that available over the internet is in the 

form of Natural Language. Natural Language is highly 

ambiguous especially with the namesakes (i.e. different 

persons having same names). A named entity may have 

multiple names and a name could denote several different 

named entities. Knowledge sharing resources like Wikipedia 

have provided a large automated machine understandable 

knowledge bases. As too many people associated with single 

name it is a very hard task to differentiate the individuals. For 

example a single name may be associated with singer, 

football player, basketball player, actor etc. So it will be a 

hard task to differentiate one among them. A critical step to 

achieve this goal is to link named entity mentioned in the 

query search with the appropriate entity in the repository 

without any name disambiguation. [1] It can facilitate many 

tasks such as list of people or population in the repository and 

query processing and information retrieval.  

Query search text field can accept both the query and the 

named entity alone. If the passed text field is query it extracts 

the named entity and matches with key pairs and provides the 
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result.[2] [3] The data is maintained as a dictionary. Where 

the data is stored as a key value pairs. The namesake data can 

be inserted into the dictionary (table) as individual records by 

providing the key, value. Otherwise the collected namesake 

data is pre-processed and stored as a text file with the 

collection of key value pairs of namesake data separated by 

some delimiter. Now this processed data which is like a text 

file can be proceeded for bulk import of the namesake data. 

Instead of inserting the individual data by the bulk import 

bulk amount of data can be inserted at single step. The search 

technique that used will provide the resultant data along with 

the count of total population, candidates associated with 

search key and candidate search ratio. The result that 

obtained will be displayed as graph based on the ratio of 

population that present on the particular name and 

profession (i.e. particular namesake) data. 

The rest of the paper is ordered as follows. In section 2 we 

discuss preceding works related to Name Entity recognition 

and knowledgebase. In section 3 we described the proposed 

system with candidate entity generation, Entity linking and 

building the knowledge base based on Name dictionary base 

technique with the real time dataset. Section 4 deals with the 

experimental discussions and how the search ratio will be 

calculated, resultant graph generation and experimental 

testing of the application. Section 5 deals with how the 

results are obtained and the screenshots of the results. 

Section 6 present conclusion and future works. 

2. RELATED WORK 

In Wikipedia when the disambiguation named entities 

occurs based on the page ranking which entity is referred 

mostly to that particular named entity the page will be 

redirected and the other name entities or namesakes are 

provided as a referable links in some special cases. When 

multiple entities in Wikipedia could be given the same name, 

a disambiguation page is created with all the named entities 

related to that particular name and when the query search 

made with that name or named entity it redirects to the 

disambiguation page and provides the result. It results in 

much time for the processing of that particular query because 

of page to page traversal. 

2.1. Named Entity Recognition 

Named entity recognition is a sub task in query processing 

and recognizing a named entity from the query itself will be 

the hard task. One of the previously proposed system mainly  
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focused identify only the named entity[2] which is of noun 

form. But single name would be associated to many people. 

At this case disambiguation occurs in Named entity 

recognition. Other proposed system involves identifying of 

named entity and classification into predefined categories 

such as name of person, organization, locations etc. But this 

performs based on query log and topic model [4] [5] which 

stores log data. 

In query processing it scans the query and using Parts of 

Speech (POS) tagger[6] that is it identifies all the parts of 

speech of each word in the input query and extracts the 

patterns and using patterns it extracts the named entities. But 

in this proposed system without using any external libraries 

the input query will be divided into tokens and these tokens 

are stored as array of strings and all the stop words from the 

string array will be removed and only the main key word will 

be searched or compared with the keys from the 

dictionary.[7]  

2.2. Expert System 

Expert systems or Knowledge base is a basic component in 

the entity linking. It provides the information about the world 

entities and the relations between them. One of the existing 

system focuses on generating the expert system where the 

data is created by the ontologies. [8] But here in this proposed 

system without the creation of ontologies the namesake data 

is collected from the various sources and pre-processed. The 

namesake data that obtained is stored as the key value text 

file. Were the key is name followed by the profession and 

value will be the textual entity. These key values are 

separated by the delimiter. Thus created text file acts as the 

data set and it is then imported to the dictionary that created. 

One of the expert system Wikipedia provides a lot of data 

with respect to namesake data. It maintains a disambiguation 

pages for the namesake data in few special cases. If a query 

search is performed over that data it fetches and identifies as 

ambiguous data and redirects to the disambiguation page 

which takes a lot of time.  

In contrast to overcome this issue in this paper we propose 

Name Dictionary based technique where entity linking 

system will hold all the combinations of redirected pages and 

disambiguation pages as a dictionary between the various 

names and all possible mapping entities. Thus using the 

dictionary the query that passed for the search will generate 

the appropriate candidate entity. The dictionary that made 

will contain the data or information as (Key, value) pairs.[9] 

[10] Where key is the name of the person followed by the 

designation and the value is the content of that particular 

named entity. The search query will hit the dictionary to 

particular key value and the associated text content to that 

particular key will be fetched and displayed.[1] [11] 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Named Entity Disambiguation can facilitate many tasks 

such as list of people or population in the repository and 

query processing and information retrieval. The main task is 

to link the entity mentioned in the query search with the 

appropriate entity in the repository without any name 

disambiguation. The query that passed for the query search 

technique, initially the query that entered is read undergoes 

trim then performed the tokenization[12] and the tokens that 

extracted are stored in the string array then performed the 

stop word removal [13][14] from the array of strings. By 

removal of the stop words we can extract the actual search 

key.  

The extracted search key is then matched with the 

dictionary key and the appropriate value that associated with 

that key from the dictionary will be fetched and result will be 

displayed. That is if the key associated with only one value in 

the dictionary then only that value is displayed. Else if key 

associated with three values in the dictionary then those three 

values are fetched and displayed as result. Along with the 

data the total amount of the population in the repository (as 

Total candidates), the total no of candidates that are 

associated with the search key (as Total search candidates 

found) and also the candidate search ratio.[1] 

Entity linking provides the information both explicitly and 

implicitly. Explicit linking provides the information beyond 

the knowledge base i.e. provides the external link associated 

to the topic and can view the additional information by 

navigating the provided link whereas implicit linking 

provide the information only from the knowledge base i.e. 

provides the data that is associated with the topic from the 

repository here also the external link will be provided but the 

user cannot navigate. The link will not be enabled here. 

Based on the information obtained we can also add the 

ratings and the comments. Based on the comments and the 

ratings the data that provided in the repository can also be 

managed. By managing it we can ensure the accuracy of the 

data that provided in the link. If the ratings to the specified 

URL are low or less then we can update or change or modify 

the specific topic URL and provide the apt data. 

The input query is accepted from the “search candidate” 

option the query that obtained is undergone with series of 

actions for the query processing. After the series of steps 

performed the result (candidate entity) will be displayed. 

Along with the candidate entity Total candidates, Total 

search candidates, candidate search ratio will also be 

displayed. 

The system mainly goes with the three stages. 

• Candidate Entity Generation. 

• Knowledge Base. 

• Entity Linking. 

 

 
Fig 1. System 

Architecture 
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3.1 Candidate Entity Generation 

In Candidate entity generation first the input query is 

obtained and performed the series of actions i.e. Trim, String 

array and Stop words removal. Last extract the actual word & 

Compare. By performing the trim the spaces will be removed 

and splits as individual words that are stored as string array. 

Now this string array is subjected to stop words removal and 

finally the named entity (actual word) is obtained. Thus the 

obtained key word is then subjected to compare with 

dictionary that created. The named entity hits the dictionary 

as a key and the associated text to the key will be fetched as a 

value from the dictionary and the result will be 

displayed.[15] [16][17] 

 

 
We can also pass queries like: 

1. What about a famous person Sachin. 

2. A great singer 

3. A famous football player etc. 

Whatever the query may be passed it follows the above 

steps as mentioned and extracts the exact key word and 

matches that key word with in the database and provides the 

actual result. 

3.2 Knowledge Base 

Knowledge base contains the named entities and text 

collection with the specified named entities. Knowledge base 

may have same name entity but different textual entity. For 

example, as shown in Table1. Knowledge base will be in the 

form of dictionary as a key value pair. The technique used is 

Name Dictionary Based technique. The named entity column 

will act as a key and the associated text column will acts as a 

value. If k1 is the key that fetched the associated k1.value will 

be displayed as a result. It consists of multiple data associated 

with same name and also multiple persons with same 

profession.[18] [19][20] 

 

Table1. Namesake information of a particular person 

 

The data that added to the knowledge base in two ways: 

 a) Inserting the record individually or 

 b) By the Bulk Import of data. 

It is the Candidate entity generation duty to map with the 

exact one and that exact results are the candidate entities. 

3.3 Entity Linking 

The main goal of the Entity linking is to map each textual 

entity to its corresponding name entity in the knowledge 

base. Some entity mentioned in the text does not have 

corresponding entity record in the knowledge base such kind 

of entities will be act as unlinked entities and given as null. In 

the entity linking the user has two options: 

3.3.1 Explicit Entity Linking 

Explicit linking provides the information beyond the 

knowledge base. Based on the topic chosen from the list of 

topics like (petroleum, coal) and the country like (India, 

USA) the information regarding the chosen topic and the 

URL with respect to that topic will be viewed. The URL can 

be accessed or viewed provided the internet net availability. 

3.3.2. Implicit Entity Linking 

Implicit linking provide the information only from the 

knowledge base. Based on the topic chosen the information 

that present in the database (or) repository will only be 

viewed. It also shows the URL but the URL can’t be accessed. 

In entity linking based on the information obtained the user 

can provide the comments and the ratings to the respective 

topic that made for search. . Based on the comments and the 

ratings the data that provided in the repository can also be 

updated or deleted. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL DISCUSSIONS 

The application is developed in java environment under 

JSP (Java Servlet Pages) [21]. Sqlyog is the database tool [22] 

where all the database tables sit along with the offline 

dictionary table. In Candidate Entity generation the query 

that passed will processed and generates the candidate 

entities. Along with that it also displays the values of Total 

Candidates, Total Search Candidates found and also the 

Candidate Search Ratio (CSR). 

 

       CSR         (Eq.1) 

 

f the user performs the search on a single namesake data 

consecutively the consecutive search results will be stored in 

the database table and this can be viewed as a plotted graph 

over that particular namesake. These results are generated by 

the graph based approach under the supervised ranking 

method. [23] 

Most of the named entities are disambiguated. For 

example a named entity “SUN” can refer to the star in solar 

system, “Sun Developer Network” who developed java and 

“Sun-Hwa Kwon” a fictional character on television series. It 

is very hard to differentiate this kind of named entities. These 

kind of ambiguous data can be 

easily disambiguated by the 

proposed technique. By using 

the proposed technique the  

 

Name Entity 

 

Textual Entity 

Michael Jordan Michael Jordan a football player born 

in 1970  

Michael I. Jordan 

(professor) 

Michael Jordan a professor in 

reputed university 

Michael Jordan 

(scientist) 

Michael Jordan a professor and an 

American scientist. 

Michael Jordan 

(mycologist) 

Michael Jordan is an English 

mycologist, author of Encyclopaedia. 
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experiments generated the disambiguated candidate 

entities.    

Using Selenium IDE the experiments had also made to 

generate the test scripts for the all the modules. All the test 

scripts ran successfully and achieved the appropriate results. 

[24] The application holds good only if the named entity data 

available in English language. It does not support for the 

other languages. The application does not need any existing 

data sets as the data is added manually. The application holds 

good only if the data that inserting into the dictionary is well 

pre-processed. The application generates the accurate result 

as both the name and the profession together considered as a 

key. It also generates the accurate candidate ratio for the 

search query. The application also generates absolute graph 

for the consequent search of a single namesake data.      

5. RESULTS 

Based on the query that submitted is processed by the 

Name Dictionary Based technique and named entity is 

extracted from the query. The extracted named entity will hit 

the dictionary table that maintained and compares the named 

entity with all the (keys). The appropriate (key. Value) that 

matched with the extracted named entity is fetched as a result 

as shown in (Fig.3). 

In entity linking (explicit, implicit) based on the search 

topic and country specified by the user will be compared with 

the data table and associated data is fetched as result and then 

navigated to ratings and comment page as shown in (Fig 

4,5,6,7). On the consequent search of the same namesake 

data will be stored in the table. Considering that table based 

on the name and the professions the result will be displayed 

as graph based on the ratio of population that present on the 

particular name and profession as shown in (Fig. 8).  

 
Fig 2. Search Candidate 

The figure (Fig 2) depicting the query text that entered. 

[What about a famous person Sachin] 

 

 
Fig 3. Search Candidate fetched result. 

Based on the search performed the appropriate value from 

the repository is fetched as shown in the figure and also 

displays the total candidates, total searched candidates found 

and candidate search ratio. 

The Fig 4. is depicting the outcome of explicit linking 

based on the topic selected that is (topic name- petroleum; 

country- USA). User can view the data externally by clicking 

the above link in image. 

The Fig 5. Depicting that the user can provide the ratings 

and comments to the topic that viewed in explicit linking. 

(Ratings as: Very good; Good; Average; Poor.) 

The Fig 6. Depicting the outcome of implicit linking based 

on the topic selected that is (topic name- petroleum; country- 

USA). User can view the data only internally by clicking the 

find more option. This only provides the data that available 

in the database. Here the URL will not be enabled. 

 
Fig 4. Explicit Entity Linking 

 

 

 
Fig 5. Rating for explicit linking. 
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Fig 6. Implicit Entity Linking. 

 

  

 

 

 
Fig 7. Depicting the comment and rating form implicit 

linking. 

Fig 7. Depicting that the user can provide the ratings and 

comments to the topic that viewed in implicit linking.  

 

 
Fig 8. Result of consecutive namesake search. 

The Fig 8. Depicting the outcome of the search on a single 

namesake data consecutively. 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

In this article we have implemented Candidate entity 

generation using Name Dictionary based technique for 

generating the candidate entity and we also implemented 

entity linking both explicitly and implicitly. We have 

implemented this by utilizing the three modules of entity 

linking (i.e. Candidate Entity Generation, Knowledge Base, 

and Entity Linking). Although there are many other 

techniques to deal with entity linking and candidate entity 

generation we have implemented by the above stated 

technique with the relevant data repository. We also 

generated the candidate ranking by the supervised ranking 

methods using the graph based approach for the candidate 

entities that formed. We point out some promising research 

direction in entity linking and candidate entity generation. 

This application can be deployed over webserver and can 

be used as a search engine. The offline dictionary that 

maintained with the namesakes data is only in English 

language we can also make other dictionaries for other 

languages like German, French etc. 
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